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Description of the PhD thesis project
Since more than a decade, the team is studying the dynamics and function of the Golgi complex and
its role in regulating the anterograde secretory pathway. Mammalian cells are characterized by the
co-existence of multiple pathways both in the anterograde direction, from the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) to the endosomal system and the plasma membrane, and in the retrograde one, back to the
ER. Most of these pathways cross the Golgi complex which plays an essential role in sorting and
processing cargos.
The laboratory has developed a novel system, the RUSH system, which enables the systematic
analysis of the anterograde secretory routes. It allows to synchronize the transport of a large variety
of cargos from the ER to downstream compartments. It is amenable to real time imaging, biochemical
quantification and screening. It allows to analyze the impact of changes in cell physiology on cargo
secretion and screen for perturbing siRNA or small molecules.
We will now tackle the question of the retrograde pathway and set-up a synchronized assay
adaptable to diverse cargos. This will complement the existing assays (e.g. based on toxin transport)
and allow us to get a more comprehensive picture and identify regulatory factors. This retrograde
assay will be used to identify the underlying mechanisms using gene screening combined to novel
proteomic approach that we have set-up to study the secretory pathway. We will then use both the
anterograde and retrograde assays to challenge theoretical models of Golgi-dependent transport
and in particular test whether opposite flows can cross the same Golgi complexes and what are the
effect, predicted by the theory and observed, of Golgi organization, dynamics and function. Last but
not least, we have shown that the RUSH assay allows to screen for small molecules able to
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specifically perturb the secretion of a chosen cargo. A similar approach will be followed to perturb
the retrograde flow and to develop novel therapeutic approaches.

International, interdisciplinary & intersectoral aspects of the project
International:
We will collaborate with several international teams (e.g. D. Virshup in Singapore and J. LippincottSchwartz in the USA). The selected student will go to these labs to transfer our technologies and
learn their systems.
Interdisciplinary:
We are currently filing patents to cover the use of the RUSH system for therapeutic applications. The
retrograde RUSH will be essential to complete our portfolio, file additional patents and develop
complementary therapeutics options.
Intersectoral:
Theoretical aspects will be analyzed with the team of P. Sens at Institut Curie. Predictions of their
model, and in particular of the counterflow, both in terms of impact on transport speed and Golgi
morphology, will be tested and refinement will rely on such positive loops between our teams.
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Expected profile of the candidate
Applicants should have a strong interest in cell biology and in the study of membrane trafficking. A
strong capacity for independent and creative thinking as well as for team work is needed. The project
relies on molecular biology, cell culture, microscopy and live cell imaging techniques and prior
experience in these fields will be a plus.
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